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4 Issues 

The issues that are discussed in this chapter influenced the conduct and results of the 
project and can be summarized as follows: 
• Differences in approaches and expectations between the Vietnamese and Canadians 

which was most evident in the early years of the Project and included issues such as 
defining the Project, using Project funds on technology rather than skills transfer, and 
obtaining visas in a timely manner. 

• The underestimation of the importance of the Vietnamese five-year planning process. 
• The importance of the central agency function on Project progress. 
• The difficulties and extended discussions on measuring results in a project such as 

VCIT. 

4.1 Vietnamese Versus Canadian Approaches and Expectations 

While differences in approaches to, and expectations of, VCIT were expected, how these 
differences became issues was unexpected and in some cases took considerable time to 
understand and resolve.    
 
There were differences in approaches to the relation of planning to action between 
Canada and Vietnam that strongly colored the negotiation of what VCIT would do in its 
annual work plans.  Canadians initially expected that action to implement NPIT would 
result in an iterative process of reformulating activities to achieve long-term goals.  
Vietnamese initially expected that “capacity” meant tangible support of technology 
transfer and IT implementation experience in areas where Vietnam lacked knowledge or 
resources.   
 
VCIT was formulated to accommodate traditional Vietnamese ways of planning - 
consultations, tours, workshops, etc.  The initial focus of interpreting the LFA for the 
capacity to implement NPIT was adequate for activities related to the “State management 
of IT.” Near the end of the project the focus of interpreting the LFA shifted to the IT 
policy formulation process.  Once this had occurred the project was then able to fulfill its 
goals.  However, in the early years, and in the transition, it created difficulties in 
addressing tasks related to the IT policy formulation process in general.  Some of the 
capacities and resource allocation decisions that were made more difficult to address by 
the focus on NPIT implementation included: 
• Horizontal coordination, 
• Digesting foreign ideas and converting them to Vietnamese circumstances. 
• Providing an identifiable door for people outside GoV to knock on regarding IT 

policy issues 
• Sustaining discussions and websites that serve to open out the policy dialogue to 

broader participation. 
 
These differences in approach manifested themselves in several ways particularly in the 
early years of the project.  For instance, getting visas for Canadians to work in Vietnam 
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was difficult and sometimes impossible. Reasons for the denial of visas were not usually 
stated.   This was particularly problematic with only one full- time Canadian in the field.  
Until one-year multiple entry visas for senior CEA staff were issued, planning to provide 
technical assistance in Hanoi required months in lead-time and often detailed justification 
of the person selected to complete the work before a visa would be issued.   Visa also 
proved to be an issue for one or two Vietnamese companies planning to travel to Canada 
for Softworld. 
 
The planning to act within VCIT, and the planning in GoV to utilize the resources that 
VCIT represents were often far from congruent.  Neither GAIA nor CIDA ever 
succeeded in clarifying to GoV their view of the intention behind the agreement to 
support the process of implementing NPIT.  In some cases there was a lack of clarity 
between GAIA and CIDA as to how to achieve the purpose, which further impeded this 
understanding.   
 
The project’s purpose was a means of increasing GoV capacity to apply IT policy in the 
service of development.  Increased capacity to apply IT policy in the service of 
development was expected to lead to a positive impact of IT policies on social and 
economic reform. 
 
The GoV policy community, at least initially, considered NPIT, not as a means or a 
mechanism to deve lop capacity for reform, but as marching orders.  The next five-year 
planning cycle began to surface questions about appropriate results.  A climate emerged 
where it was more acceptable to generalize the lessons of tangible experience into 
statements of necessary changes in process.  It is important to underline that participation 
in the discussion of changes in process occurred largely within the Party and not in GoV. 
 
In spite of common agreement on “reducing uncertainty,” VCIT frequently encountered 
communications difficulties in high- level policy dialogue.  These were caused by 
differences in experiences and views about the strategic planning process.  
 
Similarly, Canadian expectations for action to identify and address needs for structural 
change in IT educational systems were continually frustrated.  Their expectations 
confronted Vietnamese frustrations with what they have to listen to in order to get access 
to the basic tools. The Vietnamese expectation was that, with the tools in hand, they 
could then understand, through direct experience, what it was that the Canadian experts 
were so excited about. 
 
As VCIT and OSC/NPIT both began, OSC/NPIT’s major “strategic thrust” was the 
planning and implementation11 of over one hundred projects in the “computerization of 
state management” in ministries and provinces throughout Vietnam.  OSC/NPIT viewed 
VCIT as a resource to that investment and a major source of access to “experience” in the 
essential task of rapid technology transfer. 

                                                 
11  The initial development of OSC/NPITs WAN, “ITNet,” one of the firsts in Vietnam, was primarily to 
act as a focal point and knowledge base for the coordination of the 100 projects. 
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VCIT was applied policy research, not theory.   The IT policies that were used by the 
Project as vehicles for capacity building also addressed real world policy needs in 
Vietnam.  To achieve results in the face of that fact required continuous balance in 
walking a narrow path. Both sides had to learn their way toward that balance.  There were 
three danger zones for Canadians adapting to differences in approach.  First, responding 
too readily to Vietnam’s realities and priorities could make the project reactive.  Second, 
being driven by external experts’ sense of how IT uses respond to the globalization 
imperative could make the Project insensitive to Vietnam’s needs for adaptive capacity.  
Third, while extensive experience by external experts resident in Vietnam is required to 
learn how to sustain that balance, those experts could also stray into the error of “doing” 
the policy formulation process themselves, rather that supporting growth in the capacity 
of the Vietnamese to develop IT policy.  At various times throughout the Project there 
was a temptation to follow one of these approaches to facilitate the completion of 
identifiable progress. 
 
However, the real objective was capacity to develop IT policy and not the policy itself. 
The purpose of action on IT policy is not the policy.  Learning through this action 
improves the quality of the policy planning process.  The doing of IT policy is the content 
acted upon by the process of doing the project.  That process is wholly owned by 
Vietnam, never by the intervening development and IT specialists. 
 
VCIT did change the quality of dialogue on IT policy.  If VCIT had not been there, the 
content of the policy planning process would now be different, since almost all of the 
policy issues facing planners and decision-makers were new to their experience. In the 
words of one of our Vietnamese colleagues,  “IT policy capacity is about changing 
people’s attitudes.  It takes time.  But to change perceptions from IT development to IT 
use was a very big change.” 

4.2 Five Year Planning 

In Vietnam, Government activities are guided by five-year plans.  If action in 
implementing a plan’s objectives requires activities/concepts that the plan did not 
anticipate, then the next opportunity to revisit the objectives is the next planning cycle.   
This issue was not understood at the outset of the Project but accounts for some of the 
flurry of activity in the final years of VCIT. 
 
Throughout Year Four and into Year Five the “policy” contents of VCIT steadily 
increased.  In arguing for cause and effect, it would be easy for Canadians to claim sole 
credit for the progress in enhancing capacity to apply IT policy in the service of 
development.  However a full explanation must take into account that policy planners in 
Vietnam were entering into the next five-year planning cycle under circumstance where 
both the technology and Vietnam’s awareness of the impact of its use had changed 
significantly.  It is a fact that VCIT was there as a key resource when the opportunity to 
“plan” instead of “implement” occurred.      
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4.3 Central Agency for IT policy 

The existence of a central agency with authority for specific activities determined the 
success of several interventions and conversely, hindered those without a similar “home”.  
An operational pattern can be seen by analyzing VCIT’s difficulties in delivering on, for 
example, gender as social policy with NCFAW, IT industry strategy with the nascent 
private sector and restructuring of IT education with MOET.  In each of these examples, 
VCIT’s ability to act on the capacity building agenda with the appropriate agency is 
mediated by a central agency – at first OSC and finally the transitional acting IT 
Management Agency in MOSTE.  The operational realities that those agencies face in 
exercising that mediation are rarely made clear.  
 
OSC did not succeed in generating IT policy dialogue or external forums outside its own 
committees.  However MOSTE, with VCIT support, did broaden the basis of policy 
dialogue and did evoke effective policy discussion external to its own planning exercises 
and in partnership with several other Ministries. Connecting to a central agency of some 
kind may be a reality that has to be lived with in order to grow through experience the 
knowledge of how broadly distributed the thinking capacity must be to intensify a climate 
of competing ideas. As long as the quality of policy dialogue is evolving, having a 
designated agency for coordination12 may do more to contain dialogue than it does to 
stimulate it. 
 
In Vietnam’s current situation, control of the role of IT “management” is being contested 
in several different ways.  The outcome of these contests will affect the climate of policy 
formulation, particularly because it will shape the nature of the questions about transition 
that can be asked.  Some of the current uncertainties in Vietnam include: 
• The presence or emergence of coordinating agencies with overlapping 

responsibilities, particularly among the key Ministries, MOSTE, GCOP, and DGPT 
• The rumored potential emergence of an IT Ministry 
• The degree to which the objectives of a final draft of MOSTE’s IT Master Plan 2001-

2005 shift toward use of IT development 
• The relationship of ITMP implementation to Knowledge for Development initiatives 
• The relevance showed by PARG of including a socio-economic impact perspective in 

IT policy planning.  
 
In Vietnam, if primary responsibility for an issue has not been decided, nothing happens 
(for example, sub-projects on copyright and standards).  Similarly, Vietnamese law is 
definitive: if not proscribed, it is not allowed.  

                                                 
12  What is at issue here is deciding on strategies at the national level for the transition to a knowledge 
society, not the strategies for transition to the delivery of government services online. 
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4.4 Measurement of results 

GAIA/CEA always understood and acknowledged the need for accountability.  Emphasis 
was placed on methods to increase the capacity to utilize IT policy formulation and 
implementation in the service of development.  Intentions about outcome and output 
results were included in the Year 4 Plan and in all subsequent reports.  This meant that 
the Year 4 Annual Report was able to address the issue of progress toward intended 
developmental results more specifically (if still qualitatively) than previous reports.  We 
also insisted, despite differences in Canadian and Vietnamese interpretation of results, 
that funds be channeled to opportunities for the exploration of increasing capacity for 
engaging in IT policy.  This had been done regardless of whatever other tangible benefits 
a specifically requested budget priority might appear to have had. 
 
Because we believe the LFA is an extremely useful short form for clarifying intentions, 
and that the prior statement of intended results is the key to accountability, we strictly 
adhered to it.  However, VCIT never systematically collected data for the indicators 
suggested in the LFA.  We seriously underestimated the scale of the resources needed to 
design and then initiate such data collection methods.  Also we believe that any effort to 
allocate such resources within the existing project framework would have dislocated its 
impact and success.  Accordingly we put our emphasis on the annual reports and the 
quality of the reports from the monitor. 
 
The LFA itself presented interpretation problems because “outcomes” and “outputs” in 
Vietnamese have the same meaning.  Until this issue was understood and addressed, it 
was difficult to have any meaningful dialogue on the LFA.  
 
In four monitoring and evaluation missions, CIDA and UniCon questioned the “cost-
effectiveness” of certain VCIT policy interventions (this was not as much of a factor for 
the “implementation” components of the project).  They repeatedly expressed a concern 
to link activities with higher costs to demons trably higher benefits.   Certainly, on the 
basis of experience, effectiveness of VCIT cost controls and capacity to reduce the risk of 
expenditure over budget are legitimate concerns.  However those are accounting 
questions.  The question of developing a true approach to measuring cost effectiveness is 
far larger, more difficult, but potentially more beneficial. 
 
Figuring out the cost of doing a particular IT policy intervention is easy.  Measuring 
relative value, and thus cost-effectiveness, is an entirely different matter. This remains 
true at any level of evaluation – output, outcome, or impact.  A value scale that measured 
the price paid against the effectiveness of what was bought would emerge from the point 
where IT policy interventions and social utility interact. As well, because of the Project’s 
purpose, we would also have to measure cost-effectiveness in terms of the impact on 
capacity. 


